ABB is pleased to announce the availability of LinkOne Publisher 6.0, the essential way to quickly and easily publish spare parts information about complex equipment and machines.

What’s new
LinkOne Publisher 6.0 is easier to use, with a NEW modern look and feel user interface (UI) and a unified tool for all the publishing options in one place. Phase 1 towards updating the product’s capability includes:

• HTML5 for a new modern UI, enabling users to find parts faster with better visualization or to drill down into complex assemblies.

• A new, single, unified tool for accessing all publishing applications: Book Creation, Image Hotpointing and Book Building – publishing content is easier and faster than ever!

New SaaS delivery model
You can choose what suits your business needs – either a software-as-a-service (SaaS) or on-premise delivery model. The SaaS delivery model allows you to instantly publish new content any time, anywhere, from any computer. ABB supports the LinkOne Publishing product and delivers quick solution deployment to users. Easy! Fast! Convenient!

Future LinkOne development phases will continue to add new product functionality.

“In our business of spare part delivery, it has to be easy for our customers to identify parts and place orders. The LinkOne solution plays an imperative role in doing this, maximizing operation efficiency and decreasing operational costs.”
Hashmeet Virdi
Digital Application Services Manager, Outotec
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